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100-Day Plan

Use this booklet to help you work independently to practice the subject specific 
content and skills you have learnt at school. 

Regular practice and retrieval is very important to help you remember key facts and 
skills. Revising material you have already learnt in small chunks will help with your 
revision for assessments. It will also help you to achieve your lesson goals and ensure 
you are working towards being the best you can be. 

The subjects you will be working through in this booklet are:
English, Maths, and Science. 

Each week you will be set 3 independent learning tasks. You need to complete them 
in your own time. In school you will go through the answers and think about what 
you feel you have learnt from the activity. 

This booklet and your independent learning exercise book should be kept in your zip 
wallet and brought to school every day. 

Alongside this booklet there is a menu of enrichment activities that you can choose 
to complete if you wish. They are all activities either related to work you are doing in 
school or the world around us. If you complete these your teachers will give you 
merits towards the house cup. 
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Subject Goals

Use your subject goals to help you challenge yourself. You should aim for 
your bronze goal as a minimum, and then challenge yourself to work 
towards your silver, gold or platinum.

Subject Bronze Silver Gold Platinum

English

Maths

Science
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Academic Coaching Record:   (English)

Work Title What went well and why it was 
successful

What I will do differently next 
time:

Rhythm, Rhyme 
& Metre

Sonnet

Dramatic 
Monologue

Rhetorical 
Question

Fact & Opinion

Emotive 
Language

Use the coaching record to help you reflect on how you worked towards the 
tasks. Which ‘therapy’ activities really helped, which ones did you not find 
useful?
This will help you know which revision techniques work best for you when it 
comes to assessment revision. 
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Academic Coaching Record:   (Maths)

Use the coaching record to help you reflect on how you worked towards the 
tasks. Which ‘therapy’ activities really helped, which ones did you not find 
useful?
This will help you know which revision techniques work best for you when it 
comes to assessment revision. 

Work Title What went well and why it was 
successful

What I will do differently next 
time:

Converting 
metric units

Basic angle 
facts 

(inc triangles)

Angles in 
parallel lines

Place value 
and 

ordering decim
als

Rounding to 
DP and SF

Multiplying 
and 

dividing decim
als
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Academic Coaching Record:   (Science)

Use the coaching record to help you reflect on how you worked towards the 
tasks. Which ‘therapy’ activities really helped, which ones did you not find 
useful?
This will help you know which revision techniques work best for you when it 
comes to assessment revision. 

Work Title What went well and why it was 
successful

What I will do differently next 
time:

Atoms, 
elements & 
compounds

Separating 
mixtures

Animal 
reproduction

Plant 
reproduction

Forces 1

Forces 2
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Complete subject 
checklists and extra 

information
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Subject Information

Subject
Topics covered during 100 

days
Assessment 

date
Resources that may be 

helpful

English

• Nature & Romanticism Poetry
• Poetic Devices
• Speeches & Persuasive 

Language Techniques

BBC Bitesize
Oak Academy

Maths

• Converting metric units
• Basic angle facts (inc

triangles)
• Angles in parallel lines
• Place value and ordering 

decimals 
• Rounding to DP and SF
• Multiplying and dividing 

decimals 

Corbett Maths
MathsGenie
MathsMAdeEasy
BBC Bitesize

Science

• Atoms, 
elements, compounds, and 
mixtures

• Forces 
• Reproduction

BBC Bitesize 
Oak academy
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Science – Atoms, elements, compounds and mixtures

Media links:

BBC bitesize revision resources/quizzes -
atoms/elements/compounds

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zstp34j/articles/zngddp3

BBC bitesize videos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxRGahK7B48

http://Bhttps:/www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zstp34j/articles/zngddp3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxRGahK7B48
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Media links

BBC bitesize revision resources/quizzes - separating mixtures

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zb2f3k7/revision/2

BBC bitesize video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDDWCfNuhj4

Cognito revision videos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vi_SJBnxmHo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQlnHr9g6Io

Science – Separating mixtures

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zb2f3k7/revision/2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDDWCfNuhj4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vi_SJBnxmHo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQlnHr9g6Io
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Animal Reproduction R A G

Name, label and describe the function of  the parts of the human reproductive 
systems

Explain the menstrual cycle  

Evaluate the different methods of contraception

Describe the stages of the development of the fetus

Explain the roles of the placenta, umbilical cord and amniotic fluid in the 
development of the fetus

Science – Animal & Plant reproduction

Plant Reproduction R A G

Identify the different parts of a flower

Describe the different parts of a flower and their roles in pollination

Compare the different methods of pollination

Explain the process of fertilization and germination

Evaluate the different methods of seed dispersal 

Media links

BBC Bitesize Reproduction Revision

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zybbkqt

BBC Bitesize Reproduction Revision Videos

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zybbkqt/articles/zwb6xbk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gncL8ZsbMC0

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zybbkqt
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zybbkqt/articles/zwb6xbk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gncL8ZsbMC0
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Science – Forces 1 & 2

Forces Covered in 
lesson R A G 1 2 3

Know that forces are measured in Newtons

Be able to indentify a range of forces

Be able to give examples of contact and non contact forces

Be able to draw arrows to represent forces

Be able to describe what force arrows tell us

Be able to identify balanced and unbalanced forces

Be able to describe what may happen to an object if forces are balanced

Be able to describe what may happen to an object if forces are unbalanced

Be able to calculate Resultant force

Forces Covered in 
lesson R A G 1 2 3

Be able to describe mass and weight

Know and be able to use the equation weight = mass x gravity

Be able to describe friction

Be able to describe situations where friction is desirable or not wanted

Be able to describe how friction can be increased or decreased

Be able to describe how friction can be measured

Be able to describe shapes that are more aerodynamic

Be able to explain how aerodynamic shapes reduce air resistance

Be able to explain how an object reaches terminal velocity

Media links

BBC Bitesize Forces Revision website:

Introduction to forces - Forces and movement - KS3 Physics - BBC 
Bitesize - BBC Bitesize

BBC Bitesize Forces Revision videos:

BBC bitesize forces - KS3 - YouTube

13. BBC Bitesize KS3 Revision Forces and Motion BBC18LS13 -
YouTube

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z4brd2p/articles/zs3896f
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z4brd2p/articles/zs3896f
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kMNtZvYmqQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=511rdc8K_TU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=511rdc8K_TU
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Independent 
Learning Tasks
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ENGLISH
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Independent Learning – English: Rhythm, Rhyme & Metre

Diagnosis (D):

Rhythm, Rhyme & Metre R A G

Identify the form in poetry

Analyse the effect of form in poetry

B S G P

16

Rhythm
Rhythm can be described as the beat and pace of a poem. The 
rhythmic beat is created by the pattern of and syllables in a line or 
verse. In modern poetry, line breaks, repetition and even spaces for 
silence can help to create rhythm.
Rhythm can help to strengthen the meaning of words and ideas in a 
poem. 

Rhyme
A rhyme is a repetition of similar sounds (usually, the exact same 
phonemes) in the final stressed syllables and any following syllables 
of two or more words. Most often, this kind of perfect rhyming is 
consciously used for a musical or aesthetic effect in the final position 
of lines within poems or songs. More broadly, a rhyme mat also 
variously refer to other types of similar sounds near the ends of two 
or more words. Furthermore, the word rhyme has come to be 
sometimes used as a shorthand term for any brief poem, such as a 
nursery rhyme or Balliol rhyme. 

Metre
The meter is the arrangement of syllables in a poem. They can be 
grouped into pairs or sets of three. The arrangement can include 
stressed and unstressed beats or those that carry the most and least 
emphasis. How do you identify poetic meter in poetry? The best way 
to identify poetic meter is to count the syllables in a line.
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Therapy (T):

Choose a task from the menu below to help you remember the definitions and 
examples of Rhyme, Rhythm and Meter and strengthen your knowledge.

Testing (T):

Grade 1-3

Grade 4-6

In your own words, define what each of the poetic terms mean:

Rhythm: _________________________________________________________________________

Rhyme: __________________________________________________________________________

Metre: __________________________________________________________________________

Explain the effect of the rhythm, 
metre and rhyme scheme in this 
short poem (think about pace). What 
was the poet trying to achieve? 
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

Grade 7-9

Crickets make noise in the night.
They rub their wings together tight.
Only males can make the chirp
It doesn’t mean that they are hurt.

Create revision flash cards with 
definitions and examples.

Create a vibrant poster which 
includes pictures and examples.

Choose a poem with a clear rhythm, 
metre and rhyme scheme. Annotate 

and identify the techniques. 

Create a short tutorial video where 
you teach the definitions of rhyme, 

rhythm and meter. 

Rhythm: how many beats are in each line?
____
____
____
____

Which words rhyme?
___________________________________________________________________

Tyger! Tyger! Burning bright
In the forest of the night.
What immortal hand or eye
Could frame thy fearful symmetry?

https://literarydevices.net/night/


Independent Learning – English: Sonnet

Diagnosis (D):

Sonnet R A G

Identify the features of a sonnet

Consider the intentions of a sonnet.

B S G P
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What is a sonnet?
The sonnet is a popular classical form that has compelled poets for 
centuries. Traditionally, the sonnet is a fourteen-line poem written 
in iambic pentameter, employing one of several rhyme schemes, and 
adhering to a tightly structured thematic organization.
The name is taken from the Italian sonetto, which means “a little 
sound or song.”

Petrarchan Sonnet
The first and most common sonnet is the Petrarchan, or Italian. 
Named after one of its greatest practitioners, the Italian 
poet Petrarch, the Petrarchan sonnet is divided into two stanzas, the 
octave (the first eight lines) followed by the answering sestet (the 
final six lines). The tightly woven rhyme scheme, abba, abba, cdecde, 
or cdcdcd, is suited for the rhyme-rich Italian language, though there 
are many fine examples in English.

Shakespearean Sonnet
The second major type of sonnet, the Shakespearean, or English 
sonnet, follows a different set of rules. Here, three quatrains and 
a couplet follow this rhyme scheme: abab, cdcd, efef, gg. The couplet 
plays a pivotal role, usually arriving in the form of a conclusion, 
amplification, or even refutation of the previous three stanzas, often 
creating an epiphanic quality to the end. In Sonnet 130 of William 
Shakespeare’s epic sonnet cycle, the first twelve lines compare the 
speaker’s mistress unfavorably with nature’s beauties, but the 
concluding couplet swerves in a surprising direction.
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Therapy (T):

Choose a task from the menu below to help you remember the definitions and 
examples of a sonnet and strengthen your knowledge.

Testing (T):

Grade 1-3

Tick the statements below which identify as features from a sonnet.

A) A poem made up of 14 lines.

B) An iambic pentameter is used.

C) No rhyme scheme

D) Petrarchan or Shakespearean

E) Often covers themes such as love and beauty.

Create revision flash cards with 
definitions and examples.

vCreate a vibrant poster which 
includes pictures and examples.

Find a famous sonnet and 
identify the key features that 

make it a sonnet.

Create a short tutorial video on 
the two types of sonnet.

Grade 4-6

How does Shakespeare present the attitudes 
of pride and adoration in this sonnet?

In your response, include:
E – Evidence
WM – Writer’s method
KWA – Keyword analysis

Grade 7-9

A) Finish identifying the rhyme scheme for the 
poem on the left:

ABAB….

B) Does the poem have iambic pentameter? 
Check by labelling the poem with the stressed 
syllables and unstressed syllables.
e.g. Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day?



Independent Learning – English: Dramatic Monologue

Diagnosis (D):

Dramatic Monologue R A G

Identify the features of a dramatic monologue

Consider how a speaker’s personality is revealed.

B S G P
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What is dramatic monologue?
Dramatic Monologue is a type of poetry written in the form of a 
speech of an individual character.

The three features of the dramatic monologue:
1. The single person, who is patently not the poet, utters the 

speech that makes up the whole of the poem, in a specific 
situation at a critical moment.

2. This person addresses and interacts with one or more other 
people, but we know of the auditors’ presence, and what they 
say and do, only from clues in the discourse of the single 
speaker.

3. The main principle controlling the poet’s choice and formulation 
of what the lyric speaker says is to reveal to the reader, in a way 
that enhances its interest, the speaker’s temperament and 
character.

Intentions of a dramatic monologue:
Usually taking on an assertive or argumentative tone, a dramatic 
monologue allows a listener to further delve into a character’s 
emotions. As a reader of the dramatic monologue, you can openly 
interpret the character’s words. 
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Therapy (T):

Choose a task from the menu below to help you remember the definitions and 
examples of a dramatic monologue and strengthen your knowledge.

Testing (T):

Grade 1-3

Grade 4-6

Circle True or False for the statements about dramatic monologue below:

A) A single person or character is delivering a speech. True/False

B) It has to have a rhyme scheme. True/False

C) The speaker may reveal their personality and/or temperament. True/False

D) A listener of the speaker is inferred or exists in the dramatic monologue. True/False

E) Dramatic monologues are 8 lines long. True/False

This extract is from T.S. Eliot’s dramatic 
monologue ‘The Love Song of J. Alfred 
Prufrock.
What does the poem reveal about the 
speaker’s personality/temperament?
E- Evidence
INF - Inference

Grade 7-9

- Can you find evidence from the poem to 
suggest that the speaker is frustrated?
Highlight it in the poem. E - Evidence

- What is the rhyme scheme? (identify 
using AABCC on the poem). How does the 
rhyme scheme effect the mood of the 
poem? WM – Writers’ method

Find an example of a dramatic 
monologue and identify the 

character’s feelings and intentions.

Create a vibrant poster which 
includes pictures and examples.

Write your own dramatic 
monologue.

Create a short tutorial video with a 
reading of a dramatic monologue.

Let us go then, you and I,
When the evening is spread out against the sky
Like a patient etherized upon a table;
Let us go, through certain half-deserted streets, 
The muttering retreats
Of restless nights in one-night cheap hotels
And sawdust restaurants with oyster-shells:
Streets that follow like a tedious argument
Of insidious intent
To lead you to an overwhelming question…
Oh, do not ask, ‘What is it?’
Let us go and make our visit.
..
And indeed there will be time
To wonder, ‘Do I dare?’ and, ‘Do I dare?’
Time to turn back and descend the stair,
With a bald spot in the middle of my hair –
(They will say: ‘How his hair is growing thin!’)
…
Do I dare
Disturb the universe?
In a minute there is time
For decisions and revisions which a minute will reverse



Independent Learning – English: Rhetorical Question

Diagnosis (D):

Rhetorical Question R A G

Identify what a rhetorical question is.

Analyse the use of an effective rhetorical question.

B S G P
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What is a Rhetorical Question?
A question that prompts the reader to think, but which the writer 
does not answer because the answer is usually obvious to the reader.

Effects and uses of a Rhetorical Question.
1. Persuasive technique.
2. Prompts the reader to consider a topic.
3. Makes the reading more interactive.

Examples of Rhetorical Questions:

- ‘Who among us has not dreamed of the day when we can soar 
among the clouds using only the power of our minds?’

- ‘Who’s in charge here, anyway?’

In Literature:

Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet:
‘What’s in a name? That which we call a rose by any other name 
would smell as sweet.’
Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice:
‘If you prick us do we not bleed? If you tickle us do we not laugh?’
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Therapy (T):

Choose a task from the menu below to help you remember the definitions and 
examples of rhetorical questions and strengthen your knowledge.

Testing (T):

Grade 1-3

Grade 4-6

Tick the questions below which are rhetorical.

A) What is your name?

B) Who wouldn’t want to be a millionaire?

C) Do you think this is fair?

D) How many people are coming to the party?

E) How can we sit and watch this happen?

a) You are the manager of Heavenly Holidays. Write three rhetorical questions you 
could use at the start of an advert to persuade people to book a holiday with you.

b) You have a delicious chocolate bar to sell (the fizzer!). Write three rhetorical 
questions you could use at the start of an advert to persuade people to try a Fizzer 
bar.

Challenge: Create a third advert for a product of your choice, using three rhetorical 
questions.

Grade 7-9

Turn the following statements into rhetorical questions to create an advertisement for a 
hotel.
a) Experience a tranquil fortnight with glorious sunshine. 
b) You should lie by the pool on our luxury sun beds.
c) Have a warming shower after a calming night’s sleep.
d) Try a splash in our tropical swimming pool. 

Create a list of rhetorical 
questions as examples.

Create a vibrant poster which 
includes pictures and examples.

Write a short speech on the 
environment, using rhetorical 

questions to persuade.

Create a short tutorial video on 
rhetorical questions.



Independent Learning – English: Fact & Opinion

Diagnosis (D):

Fact & Opinion R A G

Identify fact as an opinion in persuasive writing.

Analyse the effect fact & opinion in persuasive writing.

B S G P
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More than just a bank.
Everyone needs to escape 

sometimes, and with a 
Nat West credit card, the 
world’s your oyster. It’s 

accepted at over  14 
million outlets 

worldwide,  which makes 
it the ideal getaway card.. 

For details, call 
0800 616 848 or pop into 

your local branch.

The only facts in this 
advertisement are the 
(approximate) number of 
outlets and the phone 
number. All the rest is 
opinion (even ‘your local 
branch’ might be a long way 
to people who live in the 
country). This is designed to 
make the reader  think that 
it is important to own one of 
these cards.

What is a Fact?
A fact is something that is known to be true.
It is something that is based on the truth and can be backed up.
Something that can be shown to be true, to exist, or to have 
happened.

What is an Opinion?
An opinion is a personal view.
It is the view somebody takes about an issue, especially when it is 
based solely on personal judgement.
It can also be an expert assessment of something (e.g. I told the 
doctor I wanted a second opinion).
It can also be the view or views held by most people or by a large 
number of people.
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Therapy (T):

Choose a task from the menu below to help you remember the definitions and 
examples of fact and opinion and strengthen your knowledge.

Testing (T):

Grade 1-3

Grade 4-6

Write ‘F’ next to the Facts and ‘O’ next to the Opinions below.

A) The car was blue.

B) The man had lost his coat.

C) Leicester City are the best football club in the world.

D) You might get wet if you forget your coat.

E) I believe he can win. 

Write a passage or article about a subject of your choice. Include a mixture of facts and 
opinions. Highlight your facts in one colour and your opinions in another. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

Grade 7-9

Read the passages below. Highlight the sentences that are facts in one colour and opinion in another colour.
• ‘This has to be the most game of football that I’ve ever seen so far. David Beckham is easily the best player on 

the pitch. He has scored 5 goals so far this season. I think he’ll score a lot more.’
• Tomorrow is an important day for the pop group, BoysRUs. They release their third single tomorrow. Their last 

two singles have gone straight into the charts at number 1. This new single, however, is an awful mix of pop 
and blues music. It’s not as good as the previous two hits. It certainly looks to me like BoysRUs should ask for 
their day job back at the toyshop. 

• Buy the new Superclean bathroom cleaner. It’ll leave your bathroom sparkling clean! Superclean uses a 
mixture of soap and bleach which attacks dust and grime. You won’t be able to believe your eyes when you 
see what Superclean can do for you. Only £1.99 a bottle. 

Create revision flash cards with 
definitions and examples of 

fact & opinion.

Create a vibrant poster which 
includes pictures and examples.

Write an advertisement which 
features both fact and opinion 

to persuade.

Create a short tutorial video on 
persuasive techniques, 

including Fact & Opinion.



Independent Learning – English: Emotive Language

Diagnosis (D):

Emotive Language R A G

Identify emotive language in writing.

Analyse the effect of emotive language in writing. 

B S G P
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What is emotive language?
Words used to deliberately create an emotional impact or response 
from the reader/audience.

Effect of emotive language
The effect of using emotive language as a persuasive technique is to 
appeal to people’s emotions and trigger an emotional response. 
e.g.
‘The disappearance of the airplane is disturbing and distressing.’ 
The words ‘disturbing’ and ‘distressing’ are the key to appealing to 
people’s concern and make them feel uneasy towards the situation.
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Therapy (T):

Choose a task from the menu below to help you remember the definitions and 
examples of emotive language and strengthen your knowledge.

Testing (T):

Grade 1-3

Grade 4-6

Highlight the emotive words in the phrases below:

a) An innocent bystander suffered facial injuries when the thug launched his glass across the bar.

b) The government with slash interest rates.

c) The victims were executed in cold blood.

d) The puppies were found starving, cold and crawling with fleas.

e) Lee pleaded for help from passers-by; they dashed past him without so much as a glance.

You have been asked by ‘Surfers Against 
Sewage’ to create an advert or speech about 
pollution and how to save our ocean. Highlight 
your use of emotive language.

Grade 7-9

Create revision flash cards with 
definitions and examples.

vCreate a vibrant poster which 
includes pictures and examples.

Write an advert for adopting a 
new pet from the RSPCA, using 

emotive language. 

Create a short tutorial video on 
emotive language.

Word Emotive alternates

Hungry Ravenous…

Anxious

Hot

Cold 

Can you find emotive alternatives for the words below?
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MATHS
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Converting metric units R A G
To be able to convert units of length 
To be able to convert units of mass 
To be able to convert units of volumes 
To be able to apply these conversions to apply style worded questions  

1. Yr 7- Converting metric units

Therapy:

Diagnosis:

Converting between litres-
millilitres and centilitres

30



Test:
Grade 1-3

Grade 4-6

Grade 7-9

Question 3

Question 4

Question 1

Question 2

Question 1

Question 2

Question 3
31



Basic Angle Facts R A G
To be able to calculate angles on a straight line
To be able to calculate angles around a point
To be able to calculate angles in a triangle
To be able to combine angle facts to find missing angles

2. Basic Angle Facts

Therapy:

Diagnosis:

32



Test:

Grade 1-3

Grade 4-6

Grade 7-9

33



B S G PIndependent Learning – Maths: No. 3 –
Angles in parallel lines

R A G

Identify parallel lines

Understand and use alternate angles on parallel lines

Understand and use corresponding angles on parallel lines

Diagnosis (D):

Therapy (T):



Testing (T):

Grade 1-3:

Grade 4-6:

Grade 7-9:



B S G PIndependent Learning – Maths: No. 4 – Place Value and 
Ordering Decimals

F/H? Place Value and Ordering Decimals R A G

F/H Understand Place Value

F/H Ordering Decimals

Diagnosis (D):

Therapy (T):

36



Testing (T):

Grade 1 – 3:

Grade 4 – 6:

Grade 7 – 9:

1) Write down the value of the underlined digit
a) 548 b) 902 c) 623 d) 3841

1) Write down the value of the underlined digit
a) 87902 b) 48213 c) 36154 d) 0.53

1) Write down the value of the underlined digit
a) 0.78 b) 940398 c) 1.395 d) 
29.48724

2)

3)

2)

3)

2)

3) Write in descending order
0.00986 1.27 12.873 0.00367 3.00047 2.348   
1.274
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B S G PIndependent Learning – Maths: No. 5 – Round to decimal 
places and significant figures

Round to decimal places and significant figures R A G

Round numbers to 1, 10, 100, 1000

Round numbers to a given decimal place

Round numbers to a given significant figure

Diagnosis (D):

Therapy (T):

Check your understanding:

38



Testing (T):

Grade 1 – 3: Complete all the 1 d.p and 2 d.p columns. Try the 1 s.f column too!

Grade 4 – 6: Complete the whole table!

Grade 7 – 9: Complete the whole table and the additional questions below.

Check your understanding:

The number 389647 was rounded to 390000. State all possible levels of accuracy it could 
have been rounded to. 

The number 7.7777 was rounded to 7.78. State all possible levels of accuracy it could have 
been rounded to.

39



B S G P
6. Independent Learning – Multiplying and dividing decimals

Diagnosis (D):

Therapy (T):

Calculate 0.35 x 6  

Step 1: Multiply the decimal by 100 
to make it an integer.
Step 2: You can now use the grid 
method to calculate 35 x 6. 

Step 3: 180 + 30 = 210
Step 4: Because you multiplied by 
100 in Step 1, you must divide your 
answer by 100.
Step 5: 210 ÷ 100 = 2.1

Calculate 0.75 x 0.3  

Step 1: Multiply 0.75 by 100 and 0.3 
by 10 to make them integers. 
Step 2: You can now use the grid 
method to calculate 75 x 3. 

Step 3: 210 + 15 = 225
Step 4: Because you multiplied by a 
total of 1000 in Step 1 you must divide 
you answer by 1000.
Step 5: 225 ÷ 1000 = 0.225

Multiplying and dividing decimals R A G

I can multiply a decimal by an integer.

I can divide a decimal by an integer.

I can multiply two decimals together.

I can divide a decimal by another decimal.

X 30 5

6 180 30

X 70 5

3 210 15

Calculate 1.44 ÷ 6  

Step 1: Set it up using the bus stop 
method.
Step 2: Line up the decimal point for 
the answer with the decimal point in 
the question.
Step 3: Complete the bus stop.

Step 5: 1.44 ÷ 6 = 0.24

0

1
2

2
4

Calculate 1.26 ÷ 0.3  

Step 1: Multiply your numbers by a power of 
10 to make the number you are dividing by 
an integer.
Step 2: Set up the using the bus stop 
method.
Step 3: Complete the bus stop.

Step 4: Because we multiplied both 
numbers by the same amount the answer 
doesn’t have to change. So, 1.26 ÷ 0.3 = 4.2

0
1
4 2
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Testing (T):

Grade 1 – 3:

Grade 4 – 6:

Grade 7 – 9:

Question 1: A sweet costs £0.04. How many sweets can I buy for £20?

Question 2: Mia has 20 metres of ribbon. She is cutting it into pieces that 
are 0.8m long. How many 0.8m pieces of ribbon will she have?

Question 3: Class 8A are going on a trip to a windmill. The trip costs £3.70 
each and there are 26 students going. How much money should be 
collected?

Question 4: Mr Jenkings is building a fence for his garden. The fence costs 
£12.60 per metre to build. The fence is 5.3 metres long.
Work out the total cost of building the fence.

Question 5: Calculate the area of this rectangle.
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SCIENCE
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Y7 Independent Learning – Science: Atoms, Elements and Compounds
Diagnosis (D):

44



Therapy:
1. Look at a section of the knowledge organiser, cover it over, then on a separate 

piece of paper, write down everything you can remember. Go back and check 
what you remembered: with a different coloured pen: 

a) if you made any mistakes, correct them,
b) if you missed anything, add it.

2. Make a mindmap of atoms, elements and compounds – add in some atom and  
molecule diagrams so you can explain the difference between atoms, 
molecules, elements and compounds.

3. Make some flash cards with the properties of some of the groups of the 
periodic table:

E.g. 

Group 1 metals

• Increase in reactivity as you 
go down the group.
• shiny when cut.
• soft.
• low density
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Testing:
Test that you have understood the science you have learnt by trying the questions 
below. Do these questions without looking at the knowledge organiser. If you can’t 
remember the answers, you need to go back and do some more of the ‘therapy’ work.
The grades for each question are there to help you achieve your goal. This is just a 
guide however; you should try all questions. 

Grade 1-3:
1. Define ‘atom’ and draw a diagram to represent one.
2. Define ‘element’ and draw a diagram to represent one.
3. Define ‘compound’ and draw a diagram to represent one.

Grade 4-6:
1. Identify 3 properties of metals.
2. Identify 3 properties of non-metals.
3. Look at the diagrams below and say whether each substance is a element, 
compound or mixture. 

Grade 7-9:
1. Describe the pattern in reactivity in Group 1 metals.
2. Describe the pattern in reactivity in Group 7.
3. Write a word and symbol equation for a reaction where iron and sulfur react to 
make iron sulfide.
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Y7 Independent Learning – Science: Separating Mixtures
Diagnosis (D):

48



Therapy:
1. Look at a section of the knowledge organiser, cover it over, then on a separate 

piece of paper, write down everything you can remember. Go back and check 
what you remembered: with a different coloured pen: 

a) if you made any mistakes, correct them,
b) if you missed anything, add it.

2. Make a mindmap of all the separating techniques – add in some equipment 
diagrams so you can explain the methods used to separate different types of 
mixture.

3. Make some flash cards with the key terms:

E.g. 

Solution
A liquid containing  a 

dissolved solid or other 
liquid.
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Testing:
Test that you have understood the science you have learnt by trying the questions 
below. Do these questions without looking at the knowledge organiser. If you can’t 
remember the answers, you need to go back and do some more of the ‘therapy’ work.
The grades for each question are there to help you achieve your goal. This is just a 
guide however; you should try all questions. 

Grade 1-3:
1. Give an example of a mixture you could separate by filtering.
2. Give an example of a mixture you could separate by evaporating.
3. Give an example of a mixture you could separate by distillation.

Grade 4-6:
1.  Describe how to carry out evaporation to separate the mixture you named above.
2.  Describe how to carry out distillation to separate the mixture you named above.
3.  Describe how to carry out chromatography to separate a mixture of colours.

Grade 7-9:
1. Explain how filtration separates a mixture.
2. Explain how evaporation separates a mixture.
3. Explain how distillation separates a mixture.
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Year 7 Independent Learning Science - Animal Reproduction

Diagnosis (D):

Animal Reproduction R A G

Name, label and describe the function of  the parts of the human reproductive 
systems

Explain the menstrual cycle  

Evaluate the different methods of contraception

Describe the stages of the development of the fetus

Explain the roles of the placenta, umbilical cord and amniotic fluid in the 
development of the fetus

B S G P
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Therapy (T):

1. Look at the pictures of the labelled reproductive systems and try and remember as 
much as you can. 

2. On a separate piece of paper (without looking!) try and re-draw the labelled 
reproductive systems. Check your answers and keep practising until you can get it 
right from memory. 

3. Repeat the process for the menstrual cycle and the development of a baby. 

Now you are happy that you can remember how to draw the labelled reproductive 
systems, move on to the next task.

Make some flash cards to help you remember the functions (jobs) of the different parts of 
the reproductive systems. When you have made them keep testing yourself until you can 
get them all right.

E.g. 

Testing (T)

Test that you have understood the science you have learnt by trying the questions below. 
Do these questions without looking at the knowledge organiser. If you can’t remember 
the answers, you need to go back and do some more of the ‘therapy’ work.
The grades for each question are there to help you achieve your goal. This is just a guide 
however; you should try all questions. 

Grade 1-3:
Q1. Name five different parts of the male reproductive system.
Q2. Name five different parts of the female reproductive system.
Q3. Describe the menstrual cycle using simple language.
Grade 4-6:
Q1. Explain the function of at least five different parts of the male reproductive system.
Q2. Explain the function of at least five different parts of the female reproductive system.
Q3. Using a day by day timeline describe what happens during the menstrual cycle.
Grade 7-9:
Q1. Describe what the egg and sperm are and their roles in reproduction.
Q2. Describe what happens in reproduction between the egg and sperm meeting and 
implantation.
Q3. Describe the process of gestation.

(front)

Testes 
(back) 

Produce the male gamete 
(sperm).
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Year 7 Independent Learning – Science Plant Reproduction

Diagnosis (D):

Plant Reproduction R A G

Identify the different parts of a flower

Describe the different parts of a flower and their roles in pollination

Compare the different methods of pollination

Explain the process of fertilization and germination

Evaluate the different methods of seed dispersal 

B S G P
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Therapy (T):

1. Look at the pictures of the flower and the different parts of the flower and try and 
remember as much as you can. 

2. On a separate piece of paper (without looking!) try and re-draw the labelled flower. 
Check your answers and keep practising until you can get it right from memory. 

3. Repeat the process with the different types of seed dispersal. 

Now you are happy that you can remember how to draw and label the flower, move on to 
the next task.

Make some flash cards to help you remember the functions (jobs) of the different parts of 
the flower. When you have made them keep testing yourself until you can get them all 
right.

E.g. 

Testing (T)

Test that you have understood the science you have learnt by trying the questions below. 
Do these questions without looking at the knowledge organiser. If you can’t remember 
the answers, you need to go back and do some more of the ‘therapy’ work.
The grades for each question are there to help you achieve your goal. This is just a guide 
however; you should try all questions. 

Grade 1-3:
Q1. Name the different parts of a flower.
Q2. Name the different types of seed dispersal.
Q3. Give an example of a plant that uses each type of seed dispersal.
Grade 4-6:
Q1. State the functions of five different parts of a flower.
Q2. Explain describe the different types of seed dispersal.
Q3. State what germination and fertilization are.
Grade 7-9:
Q1. State the functions of at least eight different parts of a flower.
Q2. Describe the adaptations of the plants/seeds for each method of seed dispersal.
Q3. Explain the process of fertilization and germination.

(front)

SEPAL 
(back) 

Protect the flower before it 
opens.
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Y7 Independent Learning – Forces 1
Diagnosis (D):

60

Forces Covered in 
lesson R A G 1 2 3

Know that forces are measured in Newtons

Be able to indentify a range of forces

Be able to give examples of contact and non contact forces

Be able to draw arrows to represent forces

Be able to describe what force arrows tell us

Be able to identify balanced and unbalanced forces

Be able to describe what may happen to an object if forces are balanced

Be able to describe what may happen to an object if forces are unbalanced

Be able to calculate Resultant force



Therapy:
1. Look at a section of the knowledge organiser, cover it over, then on a separate 

piece of paper, write down everything you can remember. Go back and check 
what you remembered: with a different coloured pen: 

a) if you made any mistakes, correct them,
b) if you missed anything, add it.

2. Make a mindmap of forces– add in some diagrams so you can explain the 
difference between balanced and unbalanced forces.

3. Make some flash cards with definitions and examples to learn.

E.g. 

Contact forces

• Friction
• Air resistance
• Reaction
• Tension
•Upthrust

61

The overall effect of two or more forces is called the 
resultant force. Forces in the same direction add 
together. Forces in opposite directions subtract. A 
resultant force has a size and direction.

Resultant force 
is 150N to the 
right.
(300-150 = 150)

No resultant 
force, they are 
balanced.
(150-150 = 0)

Resultant force 
is 200N to the 
left.
(400-200 = 200)



Testing:
Test that you have understood the science you have learnt by trying the questions 
below. Do these questions without looking at the knowledge organiser. If you can’t 
remember the answers, you need to go back and do some more of the ‘therapy’ work.
The grades for each question are there to help you achieve your goal. This is just a 
guide however; you should try all questions. 

Grade 1-3:
1. What instrument can you measure a force with and what is the unit?
2. Name 3 contact forces.
3. Name 3 non-contact forces.

Grade 4-6:
1. Describe balanced forces. Give an example.
2. State what happens to an object if it has unbalanced forces acting on it.
3. Draw force arrows to show a book resting on a table.
Grade 7-9:
1. Draw the four force arrows on the boat below that is moving at steady speed.
2. Draw the four force arrows on the plane below that is speeding up (accelerating).
3. Calculate the resultant forces on the objects below.
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Y7 Independent Learning – Forces 2
Diagnosis (D):

64

Forces
Covered in 

lesson R A G 1 2 3

Be able to describe mass and weight

Know and be able to use the equation  weight  =  mass x gravity

Be able to describe friction

Be able to describe situations where friction is desirable or not wanted

Be able to describe how friction can be increased or decreased

Be able to describe how friction can be measured

Be able to describe shapes that are more aerodynamic

Be able to explain how aerodynamic shapes reduce air resistance

Be able to explain how an object reaches terminal velocity

You could investigate friction of 
different surfaces using the method 
below.

When the drag forces on a moving 
object are balanced by the driving 
forces, then the object cannot go any 
faster. This is called terminal velocity.

They sky diver and car have 
reached their terminal velocity 
as the forces are balanced.



Therapy:
1. Look at a section of the knowledge organiser, cover it over, then on a separate 

piece of paper, write down everything you can remember. Go back and check 
what you remembered: with a different coloured pen: 

a) if you made any mistakes, correct them,
b) if you missed anything, add it.

2. Make a mindmap of forces– add in some diagrams so you can explain the 
difference between streamlined and unstreamlined.

3. Make a flash card with the weight equation, include units.

E.g. 

Weight = ?

• Weight = mass x gravitational
field strength
•W = mg
• Weight in Newtons
• Mass in kg
• Gravity in N/kg
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Testing:
Test that you have understood the science you have learnt by trying the questions 
below. Do these questions without looking at the knowledge organiser. If you can’t 
remember the answers, you need to go back and do some more of the ‘therapy’ work.
The grades for each question are there to help you achieve your goal. This is just a 
guide however; you should try all questions. 

Grade 1-3:
1. How can you reduce friction?
2. How could you do this on a bicycle and scooter?
3. Where do you weigh more- on the Earth or on the moon?

Grade 4-6:
1. What is the equation to calculate weight?
2. How much does a 75kg person weigh on Earth? (Gravity on Earth is 10N/kg)
3. Describe a method to measure the friction of different surfaces.

Grade 7-9:
1. How much does a 75kg person weigh on the moon? (Gravity on the moon is 
1.6N/kg)
2. Describe terminal velocity.
3. Explain why a streamlined object has smaller drag forces on it.
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